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Abstract: Video conferencing has exploded into a prominent space for our work and social lives 
due to the Covid-19 pandemic. This move to virtual co-presence has been joyless for many, 
highlighting the shortcomings of video conferencing. In contrast, the video gaming community has 
already freely adopted online shared spaces for several decades. Gather Town, a web-based video 
conferencing platform we explored attempts to adapt some conventions of video games, aiming to 
produce a better video conferencing experience, including interactive spatial design and use of 
avatars. By considering Gather’s design affordances, we uncovered the need for alternative design 
approaches for both games and video conferencing, which predominantly rely on visuals. This led 
us to design and create non-visual games through Co-Design with a visual impairment support 
charity as a steppingstone to facilitate wider use of audio to enhance accessibility and spatial 
presence across digital spaces. 
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Videoconferencing – or, commonly, being talked at by a wall of faces – is a joyless activity 

for many due to “[t]he impact of bad design… multiplied across the billions of people 

striving to flourish online” (O’Toole, 2020). This leads to a feeling known as “Zoom 

Fatigue” (Bailenson, 2020, p.1), especially when it constitutes a major part of your daily 

activities. We note that video calls often fail to achieve the kind of interaction they aspire 

to because the more users expect from remote communication, the more they note that 

“mediated” (Nowak, 2017) interactions will never be on par with face-to-face 

communication (Hollan, 1992, p.121).  

It is notable that ‘Gamers’ (people who participate in video game culture, such as by 

regularly playing video games) not only use virtual interactions resembling the video 

conference calls which many find unpleasant, but usually enjoy them. As Luskin notes, 

“The idea of socialising in a game is not new at all” (2020). Can insights from a thriving, 

established culture, which relishes online mediated interactivity, inform the design of 

systems to support more enjoyable virtual interactions among the general public? 

Games are by no means a perfect model for all virtual interactions, having been tailored 

specifically for Gamers—who amongst other stereotyped traits, “have shown statistically 

significant gains in problem solving, spatial skills and persistence” (Barr, 2017, p.87). This 

can lead games to be inaccessible to those who struggle in digital spaces, however 

platforms like Gather Town1 take cues from the gaming world and repurpose them in 

simpler ways for more general audiences. Aiming to dissolve some of the shortcomings of 

video conferencing, Gather Town is a game-like spatial video conferencing system with its 

‘calls’ being initiated by positioning their avatars in space. When two or more users’ 

avatars come into proximity, a traditional call is established on-the-fly, allowing them to 

converse as they would via any other video-conference platform. The spaces in question 

are presented to users as two-dimensional rooms which are viewed from a ‘top down’ 

 
1 https://gather.town 
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perspective, and navigated through an avatar, using the W, A, S, and D keys on a standard 

keyboard as is common for mainstream games. Once the avatars move apart, the call cuts 

out allowing them to move elsewhere in the virtual environment. 

In short, Gather Town’s functionality is of a standard video and audio-conferencing 

system, overlayed on top of a simple game environment. After designing and 

experiencing a variety of spaces within it, we realised it suffers from many of the same 

pitfalls of mainstream video conferencing (e.g., Zoom, Teams, Google Meet, etc) such as 

video feeds being arranged in a grid and audio signals being ‘flattened’ so that 

concurrent streams cannot all be heard at the same time, acting to degrade the freedom 

of movement and sense of space the platform aims to promote. The aesthetic qualities, 

while initially refreshing soon fade into the experience. Eventually the flaws of 

videoconferencing systems (lack of eye contact, personal image issues and having to feel 

presentable in our home spaces) re-emerge. When playing games online, people rarely 

share their video feed, unless streaming publicly, in which case the aim is to present 

oneself. Consequently, although Gather has taken attributes from games and their 

communities, the rich and customisable avatar system has become overshadowed by 

people’s real-world webcam feeds. These are overlayed in traditional video conference- 

rectangles, which are not only superficial irrelevant but also generate a conflict of focus.  

Our embodiment and participation, as humans within spaces, is something we took for 

granted before the pandemic. “The flow and changes in interpersonal distances between 

individuals in a shared space is an integral part of nonverbal communication.” (Williamson 

et al., 2021, p.4).  Video feeds in Gather create a shroud which reduces the sense of 

space. This, alongside the inability to recognise which avatars are talking due to the lack 

of vocal spatialisation begins to make Gather, and programs like it feel quite flat or non-

spatial. By conceptualising spatial sound as a tool for users to feel further immersed in 

virtual space, we began to envisage how video game designers might better account for 

the bandwidth of sound as a sense. This crucial revelation, where a disillusionment with 

video in conferencing became an extreme eagerness to investigate the capacity of audio 

was fundamental due to it being largely overlooked in virtual co-presence design.  

While “the game industry has been quick to exploit increased graphics capabilities to 

create often stunning virtual, visual environments, they remain leery of exploiting the 

potential of audio technology” Grimshaw and Schott (2007). Game space mirrors physical 

space in its lack of accessibility for blind and visually impaired people who engage with it. 

Spatial (binaural) audio can easily be employed to enhance the fidelity of the audio aspect 

of a game space, using a standard game engine such as Unreal Engine, without any 

peripherals other than a set of stereo headphones to create generative spatial audio. 

Feeling the need for these mechanics to be explored, we embarked on the creation of a 

game to realise and highlight the need for spatial sound systems in software like Gather. 

We perceived that by enabling full functionality without the need for any visuals in our 

game, the same could be done in systems like Gather. Working with SASL2 (Sight Advice 

South Lakes), a sight loss charity who have connections with a diverse group of blind and 

visually impaired people, we will gain insights from those most attuned with sound as a 

navigational sense. This will steer the design of the mechanics and control systems for the 

game through a Co-Designed collaborative process.   

 
2 http://sightadvice.org.uk/ 



 

The limits of tangibility within interlayered sound channels are more challenging to 

accommodate than with visual depictions of space because “the amount of information 

conveyable through sound is limited” Röber and Masuch (2005). For that reason, our 

game’s elements in initial testing stages resemble classic games like Pong (Atari, 1972) or 

Pac-Man (Namco, 1980), with complexity kept to a minimum. A Blind Legend (Dowino, 

2015) and Papa Sangre (Somethin’ Else, 2010) are two prominent non-visual binaural 

audio games. While they focus on story, using the lack of visuals to create horror themed 

games, we intend to focus on the mechanical aspects, aiming to test user control schemes 

to discover which best induce a sense of space without any visuals. 

Applying systems that we develop through our Co-Designed approach alongside visual 

elements like Gather’s avatar and movement system will encourage a spatial regard 

towards digital platforms. Rather than assuming the need for video due to conventions 

from standard video conferencing which can make users fatigued and uncomfortable, we 

believe future digital spaces for virtual and hybrid co-presence need to have increased 

sensory regard and usage beyond sight to immerse users without the need for costly or 

inaccessible equipment to be accessible and enjoyable for all audiences. 
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